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Abstract: Encryption is the strategy of blocking message therefore entirely the supposed receiver can browse it. Through the rapid development of 
digital Information swapping in automatic suggests that data Safety is turning into far additional necessary in information s torage and transmission. It’s a 
kind of substitution code throughout which individually and every message interval the plaintext is swapped by a message. Throughout this research, 

author improved the old Caesar cipher and stuck the key size collectively. Coding and scrambling of the letters at intervals the Cipher Text. Genetic 
algorithms (GAs) are a category of optimization algorithms. GAs commit to solving issues through modeling a simplified version of genetic processes. 
There are several issues that a GA approach is beneficial. It is, however, undetermined if cryptology is such a tangle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Caesar algorithm     
knowledge privacy and security actually frame one in all the 
foremost significant options of an individual's life [29-40]. One 
cannot communicate firmly any longer. Encryption means 
that data is translated into unreadable forms by electronic or 
digital codes or keys. Only then are the legitimized users the 
original data fully available again. Cryptography deals with 
serving to create knowledge safer. Cryptography alongside 
the protection of data from stealing or alteration is also used 
for user authentication. Cryptography is the real art of 
encryption, and there are two main methods used, 
transposition and substitution. Already the Greeks and 
Brahmins over 1500 years ago made use of these 
procedures. In transposition, the letters of a message are 
merely organized otherwise. The alternative to transposition 
is a substitution. This technique is most commonly used in 
today's encryption techniques. For the first time, this method 
was used for military purposes by Julius Caesar in the Gallic 
War. In literature, this is referred to as Caesar cipher or 
simply Caesar. In contrast to classical cryptography, modern 
cryptography means the methods that are usually used with 
the use of a computer or special electronic devices. In most 
cases, binary data on a computer is encrypted or decrypted 
with programs running on a computer. 
 
Modern cryptography is divided into 
1. symmetric encryption (one key) 
2. asymmetric encryption (shared key) 
3. Coding (no or fixed key) 
4. Hashes (checksum method). 
The encryption methods that work with a secret key used for 
coding and decoding are called symmetric methods or 
secret-key methods. The terms Secret-Key-Cryptography 
and Secret-Key-Encryption are also common. Almost all 
symmetric methods are optimized for resource-conserving 
environments. 
 

 
Figure 1. The classification of encryption algorithms [27] 

 
They are characterized by low hardware requirements, low 
power consumption and easy implementation in hardware. 
Asymmetrical encryption can be applied to systems in which 
many users need to encrypt and decrypt a message or record, 
especially when speed and processing power are not 
paramount. The necessity of having an algorithm for 
encryption and decryption has already been reported above, 
but what is still an essential component is a method of key 
exchange in connection with checking integrity and 
authenticity. Caesar encryption (also referred to as Caesar 
cipher, Caesar algorithm, Caesar shift, shift cipher or Simple 
Caesar) is a simple symmetric encryption technique based on 
monographic and monoalphabetic substitution [1]  . As one of 
the simplest and most insecure methods, today it is mainly 
used to clearly illustrate basic principles of cryptology. For the 
sake of simplicity, often only the 26 letters of the Latin 
alphabet without distinction of upper- and lower-case letters 
are used as the alphabet for plain text and ciphertext, and 
special characters, punctuation, etc. are disregarded. The 
name of the Caesar encryption is derived from the Roman 
general Gaius Julius Caesar, who has used this type of secret 
communication for his military correspondence according to 
the tradition of the Roman author Suetonius. Caesar used a 
shift of the alphabet by 3 letters. 
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The subsequent is an example of however the Caesar cipher 
works. This can be through with a key with the value three. 
original text: This is a scientific research paper. Cipher: Wklv 
lv d vflhqwlilf uhvhdufk sdshu. It's simple to envision, however, 
every character within the plaintext is solely shifted up the 
alphabet. decoding is simply as simple, by selecting an offset 
of -3. Cipher: Aol lujyfwapvu thrlz tl ohwwf. Plaintext form: The 
encryption makes me happy. If another key is used, the 
encoding alphabet can clearly be shifted by a varied number. 
As are often seen, owing to its simplicity, the algorithm is 
susceptible to attacks owing to the repetition and 
straightforward decoding of the encrypted information. To 
cypher the plaintext message, we tend to use transformation: 
Where (x) is the numerical equivalent of a plaintext letter and 
(n) is the value of key. To decrypt we use the transformation 

 
 
In genetic algorithms, the 

chromosomes are preferably coded with the Gray code 
instead of the standard binary code. The  
Gray code has a Hamming distance of 1, d. H. distinguish two 
consecutive code words each in only one binary place. The 
standard binary code, on the other hand, has different 
Hamming distances, as the following example illustrates: 

 
Table 2. Hamming distance [25] 

 
decimal Standard binary code Gray-Code 

0 

1 
2 
3 

4 

000 

001 (d=1) 
010 (d=2) 
011 (d=1) 

100 (d=3) 

000 

001 (d=1) 
010 (d=1) 
011 (d=1) 

100 (d=1) 

 
In d = Hamming distance (k, k-1) 
 standard binary code, each binary represents a power of two. 
By a random mutation in a higher-order place can therefore 
cause great leaps occur in the phenotype. For example, the 
two genotypes 1000001 and 0000001 differ only by one 
binary, the corresponding ones Phenotypes 65 and 1, 
however, are quite far apart. On the other hand, the Hamming 
distance between the binary representations 01111 and 10000 
five, although the associated types 15 and 16 differ only by 
one. By using the Gray code, a mutation in the higher-order 
bits does not affect the phenotypes so severely. However, 

there are also cases in which the standard binary code has a 
smaller change in the phenotype than the Gray code causes. 
Here is an example: 
 
Decimal:                            3 
Standard binary code:       011 
Gray code:                        010 
After the mutation of the 2nd bit, the following values result: 
Standard Binary Code:  001       Gray Code:  000 
Decimal:     1                              Decimal:    0 
Difference:   2                            Difference:      3 
 
The mutation-related changes of an allele when using the 
Gray Code are thus not always less subtle than with the 
standard binary code. 
 

Table 3. A comparison between classic cryptography and 
modern cryptography techniques [23] 

Classic Cryptography Modern Cryptography 

Works on Characters directly Works on binary bits (0,1) 

The method of securing message 

is a secret 

The algorithms for securing 

message are public 

Entire system is required to be a 
secret 

Only the key needs to be a secret 

Less secure Much more secure 

 
Table 4. A comparison between substitution and  transposition 

techniques [24] 
Basis for 

Comparison 
Substitution technique Transposition 

Technique 

Basic Replaces the plaintext 
characters with other 
characters numbers 

and symbols. 

Rearranges the 
position of the 

characters of the 

plaintext. 

Forms Monoalphabetic and 
polyalphabetic 

substitution cipher 

Keyless and keyed 
transposition cipher 

Alterations The identity of the 
character is changed 

while its position 
remains unchanged. 

The position of the 
character is changed 

in spite of its identity. 

Demerit The letter with the low 

frequency can discern 
the plaintext. 

Keys near to the 

correct key can 
disclose the plaintext. 

Example Caesar Cipher Reil Fence Cipher 

 
Table 5. A comparison between 

symmetric key and asymmetric key 
encryption 

Symmetric Key 
Encryption 

Asymmetric Key Encryption 

Uses one key for 
encryption and 

decryption 

Uses two keys (public and 
private keys) for encryption 

and decryption 

Low power consumption Higher power consumption 

Table 1. A scheme of alphabet for encryption 

messages 

Figure 2. Cipher disk for reverse Caesar encryption [22] 
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Speed in performance Slow in performance 

Inexpensive to generate Expensive to generate 

Randomly generated k-
bits strings 

Have special structures 
E.g.: large prime numbers 

E.g.: 
1. Advanced Encryption 
Standard-AES 
2. Triple Data 
Encryption Standard-
3DES 
3. Twofish 
4. Rivest Shamir 
adleman-RSA 

E.g.: 
1. X25519 key exchange 
2. Elliptic curve 
cryptography 
3. Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange 
4. Digital Signature 
Algorithm-DSA RSA 

Symmetric Key 
Encryption 

Asymmetric Key Encryption 

 
 

Table 6. Comparative between Symmetric Encryption 
Algorithms [26] 

 
Factors DES  3DES AES E-DES 

Key length 

(bits) 
56 

 
112, 168 

128, 192 

or 256 
1024 

Cipher Type Sym.  Sym. Sym. Sym. 

Block (bits) 64  64 128 128 

Rounds 16  48 10,12,14 16 

Developed 1975  1978 1998 2013 

Security 
Not 

good 
 

Passing Secure Secure 

Possible Key 256  2112 2128 21024 

Time for 
Brute Force 

key attack 
(1012 

keys/sec) 

<1 day 

 

1.6x1014 

years 

1019 

years 

10152 

years 

Avalanche 
effect 

Resists 
 

Resists Resists Resists 

Encryption 

Software 
Fast 

 
Slow Medium 

Very 

fast 

Time to 
encrypt 48KB 

7s 
 

21s 13s 2s 

 
 

 
 
 

1.2. Genetic Algorithm 
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are optimization methods based 
on the model of biological evolution. They can be basically in 
four Divide subareas:  
• Evolutionary Strategies (ES) 
• Evolutionary Programming (EP) 
•Genetic Algorithms (GA) 

• Genetic Programming (GP) 
Genetic algorithms were first introduced in the early 1960s by 
John Holland and his staff at the University of Michigan[2]. 
Approximately, at the same time, Ingo Rechenberg and Hans-
Paul Schwefel founded the ¨TU Berlin the evolutionary 
strategies [3] [4]. The subdivision into the individual 
Subdivisions is thus mainly historically conditioned, since they 
have very high ancestors have properties. Nonetheless, there 
are some differences between the sub-areas in terms of 
content or center of gravity. For example, in the genetic 
algorithms, individuals are coded as bit strings, whereas in 
evolutionary strategies and evolutionary programming, real 
vectors are usually used. Another difference between the 
subfields is the selection of the Individuals. Take Genetic 
Algorithms and Evolutionary Programming a stochastic 
selection, d. H. also the individuals with a bad one. Fitness 
value has a, albeit small, chance of passing on their genes to 
the next generation. In evolutionary strategies, however, a 
deterministic selection is made; H. only the individuals with 
the best Fitness pass on their genes. let's look more closely at 
the biological background, mathematic fundamentals as well 
as properties and applications of genetic algorithms.   
 
1.2.1. Basic terms from genetics 

 Individual / chromosome 
             An individual in the biological sense is a living 
organism whose genetic information is stored in a lot of 
chromosomes. In the context of genetic algorithms, the terms 
individual and Chromosome but mostly equated. An individual 
is coded as a binary string of the fixed length n. that’s mean 
we can it as an element of {0, 1} n  interpret. 

 Gene 
A particular sequence of a chromosome is called a gene. 
Usually, it is clear from the context, whether one understands 
under a gene single point or a whole section. 

 Allele  
The specific expression of a gene is called an allele. Will the 
gene as a variable, the allele is the value of the variables. If 
the genes denote single digits of the binary string, then the 
alleles can accept only be the values 0 and 1. 

 Length of a chromosome 
By the length of a chromosome is meant the length of the 
binary vector, that’s mean, the number of genes of an 
individual. 

 genotype 
The genotype is the coded vector of decision variables. By 
him generally depends on which coding method is chosen. 

 phenotype 
The phenotype, on the other hand, is the decoded vector of 
decision variables. Its expression depends on the genotype 
and the chosen decoding method. 

 Population, generation 
A set of structurally similar individuals of a particular genus is 
called a population. When new creatures of this genus are 
born or others die, so the size of the population is changed. 
Looking at the populations of one genus over several Times, 
one speaks of generations of living things. 
 
1.2.2. Building a genetic algorithm 
Genetic algorithms can usually be subdivided into the 
following subroutines: 
The problem to be optimized is coded, i.e. it's going to be a 
binary coded chromosome shown. A population of individuals 

Figure 3. The classification of genetic algorithms [28] 
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is created and initialized randomly. you here speak of the 
starting population or generation 0. Each individual is 
evaluated with a fitness function which assigns a real-valued 
number to each individual chromosome. Two parents each 
are selected by means of a selected selection variant. From 
the genetic information of the parents the descendants are 
generated by means of a chosen crossover variant. The 
alleles of the offspring can mutate, i.e. their values become 
inverted. The population is supplemented by the newly 
produced offspring. Becomes If the size of the population is 
exceeded, a set of substitutes will be chosen according to a 
chosen substitution scheme be replaced. 
From step 4, the subroutines are repeated until a termination 
criterion is met. 
The GA [5] is also a randomized search and improvement 
procedure supported the principle of activity systems. 3 
rudimentary operators employed in GAs include: selection, 
crossover, and mutation. The GA goes through the 
subsequent sequence: valuate, Select, Join and Mutate until 
some stop conditions are met. Reproduction and crossover 
along offer give genetic algorithms most of their search 
benefit. 
A. Fitness and evaluation function 
The evaluation function measures the goodness of an 
individual with respect to the task to be optimized, while the 
fitness function assesses his chances of reproduction. One 
can equate both functions if the best individuals measured at 
the optimum should also have the best chance of 
reproduction. 
B. Selection  
The selection can be divided into a choice step and a selection 
step. The selection algorithm assigns each chromosome one 
Probability value for its replication too. 
C. Crossover 
The most important genetic operator in genetic algorithms is 
the crossing operator (also known as the crossover operator). 
Offspring are produced from two individuals of the parent 
generation by copying genes of the parents and passing them 
on to the children. The selection of parents is stochastically 
successful through one of the already mentioned selection 
procedures. The crossover probability pc indicates the 
probability of a cross between the two parents at all. There are 
various crossroads, which will be discussed in more detail 
below. 

 N-point crossover 
In contrast to the one-point crossover, there are several 
intersections here. The first child receives the genes of the first 
parent to the first intersection, then the corresponding to the 
next intersection Genes of the second parent. Now, again, the 
chromosomes of the first the second child, by analogy, 
receives the chromosomes of the other parent. 

 Template crossover 
In this method, a template in the length of the chromosomes is 
created by chance at first. The template is made up like the 
two parents Ones and zeros. The first child will receive this for 
every 1 in the template speaking allele from the first parent 
and for each 0 that of the second. At the second child is the 
behavior at 0 and 1 reversed. 

 Uniform crossover 
 In Uniform Crossover, each bit is tested for each bit 
individually, whether it is between the both parents are 
exchanged or not. 

  Shuffle Crossover 

 In this cross-breeding process, the genes of the parents are 
first numbered consecutively and then mixed. On the mixed 
chromosomes is now done a one-point or N-point crossover. 
Last, the Genes again arranged according to their numbering. 
The basic GA Cycle has been showed in fig4. 

 
 

3. BACKGROUND 

 
genetic algorithm 
In [6], expresses that Cryptography is utilized to 
appreciate limited aims like Privacy, information integrity, 
Verification etc. of the 
direct information presently, thus on notice these goals 
varied cryptologic algorithms area unit developed by varied 
scientists. For Associate in Nursing awfully nominal quantity of 
information those procedures wouldn’t be value operative 
subsequently those are not intended for little quantity of 
information. The purpose of this work was to style and 
perform a unused algorithmic rule to modify this 
problem thus we've a determined to don´t have to be 
compelled to smear those algorithms (which are not lucrative) 
to cipher very little quantity of information. With this in mind, 
the planned algorithmic rule has been designed during 
a fairly easy manner while not neglecting the 
safety problems. One is 
employed for each encoding and decipherment, i. 
e. it's placed beneath the key encoding algorithmic 
rule, however as a public key. Cryptography is 
healthier protected then secret key cryptography our 
subsequent task would be to change and style a public 
key cryptologic algorithmic rule in a 
very informal way because it’s worked during this research. In 
[7], states that Cryptography is utilized to appreciate limited 
aims like Privacy, information integrity, Verification etc. of the 
send information presently, thus on notice these goals 
varied cryptologic algorithms area unit developed by 
varied people. For Associate during a Nursing awfully 
minimum total of data, those procedures wouldn’t be worth 
current subsequently those aren't calculated for a tiny quantity 
of data. The aim here was to vogue and tool a spick-and-span 
rule to handle this issue, therefore, we've got an inclination to 
tend to don’t need to apply those procedures (which aren't 
lucrative) to cipher a bit quantity of data. Possession this aim 
in mind the planned rule has been calculated in a fairly simple 
style however in any case not sacrificing the protection of 
issues. One is employed for each secret writing and writing 
i.e. it's fallen below secret key scientific discipline rule, 
however, because of the public key. In [8], it tosses light-
weight that enciphering plays an important role within the 
excitable development of digital information storage and 
communication. It's shown the mains of safety goals like 
confidentiality, integrity, verification, non-
repudiation. thus, on notice these goals, 

Figure 4. Basic Model of Genetic Algorithm [29] 
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varied cryptologic algorithms area 
unit developed. inside this, variety of the algorithms have 
succeeded et al have failing attributable to lack of security. 
The algorithmic rule for secret writing is elite supported the 
kind of knowledge, being interconnected and sort of channel 
through that knowledge is being interconnected. the foremost 
persistence of this research is to publicize the essential data 
regarding science algorithms and comparison of accessible 
bilateral key cryptography techniques supported 
approximately strictures like susceptibility to attack, singularity 
regarding the procedure, etc. In [9] this research the appliance 
of the GA program for stream cipher is mentioned. The GA 
program offers the foremost effective resolution and it's about 
to be applied for generating a casual flow of numbers for 
ciphering. Irregular vary creating reproduces the generating of 
Key done by a duplication of genetic method. The key with the 
uppermost fitness grade is chosen and associated with the 
beginning price. This work arranges that once the key's 
generated through a GA it's atomically distinctive and has 
huge security. throughout my research, a paradigm has stood 
planned to urge flow cipher key of the stream cipher 
exploitation genetic formula. the foremost intention of this 
research is to output irregular and distinctive keys for 
cryptography and economic performance. Safety is else 
supplemented because of strictly random keys. In [10], The 
genetic formula is in short presented and its comprehensive 
procedure is providing utterly by MATLAB v7 to boot, applying 
in the improvement of functions and backbone of the 
compilation is shown concluded 3 examples then the 
technique of avoiding native improvement by rising the value 
of pm is else mentioned. The assumed occurrences 
throughout this text demonstrate that the genetic formula is 
exercised to hunt out the simplest resolution and to resolve 
equations and indicate that the genetic formula may even be a 
powerful world looking tool. therefore, to avoid native best 
resolution, we've got an inclination to be able to increase the 
separate amount of mutation and upsurge the inherited 
generations of a population. In [11], it's mentioned that GAs 
are supported by process concepts of survival and biology. 
GAs resolve the issues step by step and manufacture 
consequent obstetrics. All process algorithms in conjunction 
with the Genetic formula will notice preparing for to best 
resolution. a set of check functions in conjunction with 
unimodal and multimodal benchmark functions is utilized for 
improvement. In [12] [13] delineate a new approach to 
cruciate block cryptography noted as ICIGA`s, where the 
session secret is generated throughout a random 
methodology. ICIGA`s is associate degree associate 
extension of the system (GIC). Genetic Algorithms galvanized 
Cryptography [14]. 
 

Table 7.  A comparison between genetic encryption and 
another algorithm [28] 

 DES AES Genetic Cipher 

Encryption Time 068907mm 084440mm 27069mm 

Key search 
space Size 

4.85*10
28 

keys 
2.31*10

57
 1.11*10

120 

Attack 
Time(1000k/s) 

15.41 
thousand 

trillion days 

7.34 hundred 
million trillion 

days 

3.53 hundred 
billion billion 

trillion days 

 In [15] applied genetic algorithmic rule among the 
encoding rule using a secret key for the cryptography 
methodology. In [16] declared that if the standard of the 
irregular numbers created through the strategy is sweet 
then the key produced can endlessly robust. The writer 
used a threshold worth for selection. The constant 
association is employed to seem at the randomness of the 
sample. In [17] projected a model that makes the utilization 
of GA to urge Pseudo- irregular numbers. The 
cryptography methodology pursues the operation of the 
crossover operator and mutation operator. It uses the 
conception of MA (memetic algorithm) and pseud-irregular 
binary classification. inside the key generation method, 9 
strictures of linear congruential generators are utilized. In 
[18] uses the conception of brain-GAs and a pseudo-
irregular binary classification. this methodology of quick 
wind is very safe and reliable. the randomness of  
 

4. METHODOLOGY 
• Original text: typically, this can be often the data to be 
protected throughout the program. 
• Encryption Algorithm: a disciplined sequence of achievement 
that provides ciphertext for notable original text and encoding 
key. it is a cryptographical algorithmic rule that takes original 
text and encoding key as effort and produces the ciphertext. 
• Ciphertext: a text or a set of data that has been changed by 
encryption using the encryption process (hand or device) using 
a key is that it can no longer understand its content. 
• Decryption Algorithm: usually, this may be usually a scientific 
monotonous that produces original text for ciphertext and 
cryptography key. it's a cryptanalytic formula that seizes 
ciphertext and cryptography key as input, and outputs original 
text. The cryptography formula primarily reverses the 
cryptography formula and so is closely associated with it. 
• Encryption Key: it is a key that is notable to the sender. The 
despatcher supplements the encoding key hooked on the 
encoding algorithmic instruction combined with the plaintext in 
the core to effort out the ciphertext. 
• Decryption Key: It's associate article that is noteworthy to the 
receiver what is more as despatcher. The cryptography key's 
related with the key of encryption; but it is not repetitively 
duplicating of it. The receiver delivers the cryptography key 
into the algorithmic instruction of cryptography in conjunction 
with the ciphertext accordingly on work out the plaintext. 

 

5. FUTURE WORK 
The aim of the analysis was, to style and show a variation of 
cryptographical algorithms. throughout this study, the 
discrepancy of the Inherited rule was beleaguered in such 
some means so as that it will uphold the protection of 
communication. It reflects that the protection side of the 
system is extraordinarily sensible. the foremost feature that 
produces the system a lot of reliable is, the user is in a position 
to make a decision the secret writing Key. this may increase 
the atomicity and secrecy of the structure. Meanwhile 
safekeeping is that the topic towards can rise therefore this 
study is as long as a compact path to effort towards a genetic 
algorithms-based undisclosed writing classification. during this 
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research, the analysis stayed limited up to manuscript 
messages solely. Consequently, in forthcoming a study for 
Image, Acoustic, and Audiovisual forms of info will be finished. 
This analysis totally censorships Still information and 
Energetic information (Streaming-data) therefore alternative 
facets of this mixture will stand increased. otherwise a 
cryptanalytic rule is taken into account economical adequate 
only if its adequate pledge given in rapports of sanctuary of 
some information. however, whereas sanctuary will its 
substance, the time of execution is additionally 
correspondingly required meanwhile it shouldn't income an 
excessive amount of time to execute a specific rule. The 
projected rule as will be gotten from the results affords far 
improved results than those that are most generally used. 
Also, it's associate advancing of the quality Caesar-code 
through on condition that a lot of sanctuary and additionally 
making certain character like area is additionally concealed. It 
upholds the crux of the Caesar-code rule within the logic that it 
confirms fast secret writing and affords larger safety that's an 
additional extra. Genetic algorithms are a category of 
improvement ways that use serving to operators of natural 
evolution manage plenty of answers associated do a quest for 
an optimum solution in them. She is especially compatible for 
issues whose actual structure is unknown ("Black Box 
improvement ") or not resolved in polynomial time will. 
However, since there are several variants of biological process 
algorithms, it's definitely a motivation for future analysis 
comes, alternative applications development areas and to 
develop new concepts for the answer of improvement issues. 
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